
Universus Ban List

Effective from X Date

Cards that are “Banned” cannot be used in your constructed deck.

Banned Card List - “My Hero Academia Only”
Updated as of 12-14-22

Card Image Card Type Card Name Set Code

Foundation Coordinated Effort MHA01-024

Foundation Stronger In
Darkness

MHA01-045



Foundation Amphibious MHA01-168

Attack Unwavering Slash MHA01-096

Attack Frog Lashing MHA01-166

Attack Crow and Frog
Takedown

MHAPU01-2



Banned Card List - “Standard”
Updated as of 01-09-23

Cards that are “Banned” cannot be used in your constructed deck.

My Hero Academia
Foundation Coordinated Effort MHA01-024

Attack Unwavering Slash MHA01-096

Character Momo Yaoyorozu (I) MHA01-109



Attack Frog Lashing MHA01-166

Foundation Amphibious MHA01-168

Soul Calibur VI: Libra of Souls
Character Cassandra (I) SCVI02-028



Asset Omega Sword and Owl
Shield

SCVI02-029

Attack Shield Big Bang SCVI02-033

Foundation Protecting the Protector SCVI02-036

Attack Shadow Slicer SCVI02-051



Attack New Seong Style:
Scarlet Meteor

SCVI02-076

Asset Syi Salika & Loka Luha SCVI02-083

Foundation Pure of Heart SCVI02-090

Attack Downward Spiral SCVI02-102



Attack Evil Bow SCVI02-104

Soul Calibur VI
Action Punishment Time! SCVI01-011

Asset Kali Yuga SCVI01-021



Character Yoshimitsu (I) SCVI01-091

Street Fighter Vs. DarkStalkers
Character Gill (I) SFvDS01-019

Character Jedah (II) SFvDS01-028



Character Lord Raptor (II) SFvDS01-055

Mortal Kombat
Character Goro (I) MKX01-037

Foundation Shokan Prince MKX01-045



Attack Princess Parry MKX01-068

Character Liu Kang (I) MKX01-091

Character Quan Chi (I) MKX01-109

Character Quan Chi (II) MKX01-109



Character Shinnok (I) MKX01P-189

Cowboy Bebop
Character Twinkle Murdock CB01-109

Action Big Shot: Judy CB01-136



Action Big Shot: Punch CB01-137

DLC 2020
Attack Kunai Ikkinage DLC03-08

Character Andy DLC05-01



Character Sheeva DLC04-07

“My Hero Academia” Errata List

Effective from X Date

● Cards that have received an Errata are always played with their most recent text
○ Cards with an Errata will be printed with corrected text in the future

Image Card Name Original Text Errata Text

CON01 P 1/3 Izuku
Midoriya

Each ability on this card is only
playable once per turn.

Enhance: Name an attack zone
[High/Medium/Low]: if your
opponent’s next attack this turn
matches the named zone, it gets
-10 damage.

Enhance Discard your hand:
Your Punch attack gets +10
damage.

Enhance: Name an attack zone
[High/Medium/Low]: If your rival’s next
attack this turn matches that zone, it
gets -3 speed.

Enhance [Once per turn] Discard your
hand: Your Punch attack gets +10
damage.

MHA01-019 Eijiro
Kirishima
(I)

Enhance [Once per turn]: Build
the top card of your deck face
down.

Enhance [Twice per turn] Add 1
foundation from your stage to
your hand: This attack gets +2 or
-2 damage.

Enhance [Once per turn, your turn]:
Build the top card of your deck face
down.

Enhance [Once per turn] Add 1
foundation from your stage to your hand:
This attack gets +2 or -2 damage.

MHA02-005 Ricochet
Charge

Enhance: If this is the only attack
in your card pool, this attack
gains Stun: 2.

Enhance: If this is the only attack in
your card pool, this attack gains Stun: 2.



[Air] Enhance: If this attack is not
blocked, discard it from your card
pool.

[Air] Enhance: If this attack is not
blocked, discard it from your card pool
after it resolves.

MHA02-021 Detonation
Launcher

Enhance Flip 1 foundation: If
your next attack is [High], add the
top card of your deck to your
momentum. If your next attack is
{attackmid}, your rivals flips 1
ready foundation.

Enhance Flip 1 foundation: If the next
attack you play is [High], add the top
card of your deck to your momentum. If
the next attack you play is [attackmid],
your rivals flips 1 ready foundation.

MHA03-057 Spinning
Kick

Enhance: Change the zone of
this attack.

Enhance: If your next attack is
[Mid], draw 1 card. If your next
attack is [Low], unflip 1
committed foundation.

Enhance: Change the zone of this
attack.

Enhance: If the next attack you play is
[Mid],, draw 1 card. If the next attack you
play is [Low], unflip 1 committed
foundation.4

MHAQ03-003 Training
Weights

Enhance Commit 1 foundation:
Ready this asset.

Enhance Discard 1 momentum:
Ready this asset.

Enhance Commit: This attack
gets +1 damage for each time
this enhance has been played
this Combat Phase.

Enhance Commit 1 foundation: Ready
this asset. Playable while committed.

Enhance Discard 1 momentum: Ready
this asset. Playable while committed.

Enhance Commit: This attack gets +1
damage for each time this enhance has
been played this Combat Phase.

MHADLC02-004 Eijiro
Kirishima
(II)

Enhance [Twice per turn]
Destroy 1 foundation: Build 1
card from your hand face down.
Draw 1 card. Your attack gets +2
damage.

Response Commit: After your
rival's attack is not blocked, it
deals half damage rounded down
during the Damage Step.

Enhance [Once per turn] Destroy 1
foundation: Build 1 card from your hand
face down. Draw 1 card. Your attack
gets +2 damage.

Response Commit: After your rival's
attack is not blocked, it deals half
damage rounded down during the
Damage Step.



My Hero Academia “Online Event” Errata List

Effective from X Date
● Cards receive “Online Event” Errata due to difficulties in resolving certain types of effects in

webcam play
○ “Online Event” Errata are only valid while playing through a web-cam or other digital

method

Image Card Name Old Text Errata Text

MHA01-093 Kyoka Jiro (I) Enhance [Once per turn]:
Look at the top two cards of
both players' decks. You may
replace them in any order.

Response: After you play a
Charge attack, it gets +1
damage for each card in your
card pool.

Response: After you play a
Weapon attack, it gets +1
speed for each card in your
card pool.

Enhance [Once per turn]: Look at
the top two cards of your deck and
reveal the top 2 cards of your
rival’s deck. You may replace
them in any order.

Response: After you play a
Charge attack, it gets +1 damage
for each card in your card pool.

Response: After you play a
Weapon attack, it gets +1 speed
for each card in your card pool.

MHA01-098 Plug-In
Response Flip: After this card
is committed due to your
rival's effect, draw 1 card.
Playable while committed.

Enhance Flip: Look at the top
card of either player's deck.
You may discard it.

Response Flip: After this card is
committed due to your rival's
effect, draw 1 card. Playable while
committed.

Enhance [Once Per Turn] Flip:
Look at the top card of your deck
or reveal the top card of your
rival’s deck. You may discard it.

MHA02-072 Rooftop
Vantage

Enhance Flip: Look at the top
card of your rival's deck.

Enhance Flip: Reveal the top card
of your rival's deck.



MHA03-022 Toru Hagakure
(II)

Enhance: Your rival's block
modifier to block this attack
gets +1. It gets an additional
+1 for every 4 foundations in
their stage.

Response Commit: After your
rival plays an attack, add it
back to their hand. Look at
the top card of your rival's
deck. You may discard it.

Enhance: Your rival's block
modifier to block this attack gets
+1. It gets an additional +1 for
every 4 foundations in their stage.

Response Commit: After your
rival plays an attack, add it back to
their hand. Reveal the top card of
your rival's deck. You may discard
it.

“Universus” Errata List

Effective from X Date

● Cards that have received an Errata are always played with their most recent text
○ Cards with an Errata will be printed with corrected text if re-printed in the

future

Soul Calibur VI: Libra of Souls Erratas
SCVI02-027 The Key to Humanity’s

Freedom
E Remove: Add 1 asset
(that you could
normally play) from
your discard pile to your
staging area. Destroy
that card during the End
Phase.

E Remove: Add 1
asset (that you could
normally play) from
your discard pile to your
staging area. Destroy
that card at the start of
the End Phase.

E [Twice per turn]: Your



E [Twice per turn]: Your
attack gets +2 damage.
Only playable if you
have 1 or more assets
in your staging area.

attack gets +2 damage.
Only playable if you
have 1 or more assets
in your staging area.

SCVI02-048 Dark Reconquista:
Purgatory

E Lose 3 vitality:
Commit your
opponent's character.
Your opponent may
lose 6 vitality to cancel
this effect.

Deadlock E: Name a
card. Search your deck
for all copies of the
named card and add
them to your hand.

E Lose 3 vitality:
Commit your
opponent's character.
Your opponent may
lose 6 vitality to cancel
this effect.

Deadlock E: Name a
card. Search your deck
for any number of
copies of the named
card and add them to
your hand.

SCVI02-060 Leap of the Loach Combo E: If this attack
is blocked, add it to
your staging area. E: If
this attack is not
blocked, your opponent
commits 1 foundation.

Combo E: If this attack
is blocked, add it to
your staging area face
down. E: If this attack is
not blocked, your
opponent commits 1
foundation.

SCVI02-076 New Seong Style:
Scarlet Meteor

E: You may destroy
assets in addition to
discarding momentum
to pay for this attack's
Powerful ability.
R [Card Pool] Destroy 1
asset: After an action
card is played, cancel
its effects.
E Destroy 1 foundation:
Add 1 asset or

E: You may destroy
assets in addition to
discarding momentum
to pay for this attack's
Powerful ability.
R [Card Pool] Destroy 1
asset: After your
opponent plays an
ability on an action
card,, cancel its effects.
E Destroy 1 foundation:



foundation from your
discard pile to your
staging area.

Add 1 asset or
foundation from your
discard pile to your
staging area.

SCVI02-080 Marrying Age E Commit: This attack
gets +2 speed. R: After
your opponent readies
1 of their cards during
the Combat Phase,
ready 1 card in your
staging area. If you
cannot ready a card in
your staging area due
to this ability, you may
add 1 foundation you
could normally play
from your hand to your
staging area ready.

E Commit: This attack
gets +2 speed. R: After
your opponent readies
1 of their cards during
the Combat Phase due
to their effect, ready 1
card in your staging
area. If you cannot
ready a card in your
staging area due to this
ability, you may add 1
foundation you could
normally play from your
hand to your staging
area ready.

Yu-Yu Hakusho Erratas
YYH01-007 Healing Powers R Flip: After your

opponent gains vitality,
gain 3 vitality.
R Destroy: After your
opponent adds 1 or
more cards to their
momentum during the
combat phase, discard
the added cards. Your
opponent may add the
top card of their deck to
their momentum during
the end phase.

R Flip: After your
opponent gains vitality,
gain 3 vitality.
R Destroy: After your
opponent adds 1 or
more cards to their
momentum during the
combat phase, discard
the added cards. Your
opponent may add the
top card of their deck to
their momentum at the
start of the End Phase.

YYH01-10 Tiger Scream If you have 30 or more
cards in your discard
pile, this attack gets -1
difficulty.
E Discard the top 4
cards of your deck: This

If you have 30 or more
cards in your discard
pile, this attack gets -1
difficulty.
Byakko E Discard the
top 4 cards of your



attack gets +X damage.
X equals the total
printed difficulty of all
cards discarded this
way.
E: Flip 1 of your
opponent's
foundations.

deck: This attack gets
+X damage. X equals
the total printed
difficulty of all cards
discarded this way.
E: Flip 1 of your
opponent's
foundations.

YYH01-37 Kuwabara (I)

Note: There are error
printings of Kuwabara
(I) with a Block Modifier
of +0 High. Kuwabara
(I) is treated as having
+0 Mid.

R Commit 1 foundation:
Before the damage step
of this attack, return it
to printed damage.
E [Once per turn]: After
your attack resolves
add it to your staging
area facedown.
Desperation E [Once
per turn]: Add 1
foundation from your
staging area to your
hand.

R [Once per turn]
Commit 1 foundation:
Before the damage step
of this attack, return it
to printed damage.
E[Once per turn]: After
your attack resolves
add it to your staging
area facedown.
Desperation E [Once
per turn]: Add 1
foundation from your
staging area to your
hand.

YYH01-040 Spirit Sword Thrust E: Add up to 3 face
down foundations from
your staging area to
your hand. This attack
gets +1 speed and +1
damage for each
foundation added this
way.
Kuwabara E: Add 1
foundation from your
hand to your staging
area face up or face
down.

E: Add up to 3 face
down foundations from
your staging area to
your hand. This attack
gets +1 speed and +1
damage for each
foundation added this
way.

Kuwabara E: Reveal 1
foundation from your
hand and add it to your
staging area face up or
face down.

YYH01-67 Spirit Gun Yusuke E: Change this
attack’s zone to high or
low.
E: Destroy 1 of your
opponent's
foundations.

Yusuke E: Change this
attack’s zone to high or
low.
Yusuke E: Destroy 1 of
your opponent's
foundations.



YYH01-073 Koenma’s Task F Remove: Name a
card, search your deck
for all copies of the
named card and add
them to your hand.
Then name another
card, search your
opponent's deck for all
copies of the name
card and remove them.
Only playable if there is
at least 1 copy of
"Koenma's Task" in
both your discard pile
and removed from
game pile.

R Remove: After your
opponent plays an
action card, cancel its
effects.

F Remove: Name a
card, search your deck
for all copies of the
named card and add
them to your hand.
Then name another
card, search your
opponent's deck for all
copies of the named
card and remove them.
Only playable if there is
at least 1 copy of
"Koenma's Task" in
both your discard pile
and removed from
game pile.

R Remove: After your
opponent plays an
ability on an action
card, cancel its effects.

YYH01-074 The Toguro Brothers After this card resolves
you may remove it or
draw 1 card.
R: After an ability is
played on an asset or
foundation, cancel its
effects and destroy it.

After you play this card,
you may remove it or
draw 1 card.

R: After an ability is
played on an asset or
foundation, cancel its
effects and destroy that
card.

YYH01-076 Psychic Spirit Glass F Remove: Your
opponent reveals their
hand. Choose 1
revealed card revealed

F Remove: Your
opponent reveals their
hand. Choose 1 card
revealed this way. Your



this way. Your opponent
cannot play the chosen
card for the rest of this
turn.

opponent cannot play
copies of the chosen
card for the rest of this
turn.

YYH01-078 Boulder Barrage Genbu R: After you play this
attack, add the top card
of your discard pile to
your card pool face
down as a copy of this
attack and resolve it
after this attack
resolves. The copy of
this attack gains Flash.
Discard the copy after it
resolves.

R: After you play this
attack, add the top card
of your discard pile to
your card pool face
down as a copy of this
attack. Add that attack
to the attack stack.
Discard the copy after it
resolves. Only playable
if this is the first attack
you have played this
turn.

Seventh Cross Erratas
7THX01-002 Celinka (II) This card counts as 2

characters in your
staging area for card
effects.

E Remove 2 attack
cards from your discard
pile: If your attack deals
damage, your opponent
destroys 1 foundation
and loses vitality equal
to its printed block
modifier. If it has no
block modifier, add the
top card of your deck to
your momentum.

Copies of ··Celinka··
counts as 2 characters
in your staging area for
card effects.

E Remove 2 attack
cards from your discard
pile: If your attack deals
damage, your opponent
destroys 1 foundation
and loses vitality equal
to its printed block
modifier. If it has no
block modifier, add the
top card of your deck to
your momentum.

Street Fighter vs. DarkStalkers Erratas
SFxDS01-080 Thunder Break After this card is After this card is



discarded from your
hand due to your
opponent’s effect, draw
back up to your printed
hand size.

E: Your opponent
commits the highest
difficulty foundation in
their staging area (if
there is a tie, you
choose). This attack
gains Stun: X. X equals
the committed card’s
printed difficulty.

discarded from your
hand due to your
opponent's effect, draw
back up to your printed
hand size.

E: Your opponent
commits the highest
difficulty ready
foundation in their
staging area (if there is
a tie, you choose). This
attack gains Stun: X. X
equals the committed
card's printed difficulty.

Mortal Kombat Erratas
MKX01-008 Sense of Morals This card does not

count towards
progressive difficulty.

E (4+): Ready 1 of your
foundations that has
been committed due to
your opponent’s effect
this turn. Playable while
committed.

This card does not
count towards
progressive difficulty.

E (4+): Ready 1
foundation that has
been committed due to
your opponent’s effect
this turn. Playable while
committed.

MKX01-032 Slide Shots E: After a Multiple copy
of this attack resolves,
you may flip 1
foundation to discard it
from your card pool.

E: For the rest of this
turn, after a Multiple
copy of this attack
resolves, you may flip 1
foundation to discard it
from your card pool.

MK01-064 Kitana (I) E Lose 1 vitality: Your
Ranged or Weapon
attack gets +2 speed

E Lose 1 vitality: Your
Ranged or Weapon
attack gets +2 speed



and +1 damage.

E [Once per turn] Lose
X vitality: Discard your
opponent’s attack. X
equals that attack’s
printed difficulty.

Desperation E Name a
card type: If your
opponent attempts to
block this attack with
the named type, their
block modifier gets +2.

and +1 damage.

E [Once per turn]
[Opponent's attack]
Lose vitality equal to
this attack's printed
difficulty: Discard this
attack.

Desperation E Name a
card type: If your
opponent attempts to
block this attack with
the named type, their
block modifier gets +2.

MKX01-066 Fan-Nado Combo E: Your
opponent can only
attempt to block this
attack with a printed
block modifier of 3 or
greater.

Desperation E: This
attack gets +2 speed
and +2 damage.

Combo E: This card can
only be blocked by
cards with a printed
block modifier of 3 or
greater.

Desperation E: This
attack gets +2 speed
and +2 damage.

MKX01-078 Calling Upon The Sun R Flip: After you lose 2
or more vitality as part
of a cost, gain 2 vitality.
R Flip: After your
opponent commits or
destroys 1 or more of
your foundations, they
commit 1 of their
foundations. Playable
while committed.

R Flip: After you lose 2
or more vitality as part
of a cost, gain 2 vitality.

R Flip: After 1 of your
foundations is
committed or destroyed
due to your opponent's
effect, they commit 1 of
their foundations.
Playable while
committed.

MKX01-080 Invoking Blood Magic Your opponent must
discard 1 momentum
as an additional cost to
play abilities that would
discard any number of
your momentum.

[Evil]E Remove: Reduce
this attack’s speed to 0.

While this card is in
your staging area, Your
opponent must discard
1 momentum as an
additional cost to play
abilities that would
discard any number of
your momentum.



Only playable if you
have lost vitality this
turn.

[Evil]E Remove: Reduce
this attack’s speed to 0.
Only playable if you
have lost vitality this
turn.

MKX01-101 Fade R: After your opponent
plays a card (not as a
block), cancel its
effects and add it back
to their hand.

Desperation E Remove:
Your next check gets
+3.

R: After your opponent
plays a card (not as a
block), cancel its
effects and add it from
their card pool to their
hand.

Desperation E Remove:
Your next check gets
+3.

MKX01-106 Outworld’s Heiress E Remove, lose X
vitality: Add 1 asset or
foundation from your
opponent’s staging area
to their hand. X equals
that card’s printed
difficulty.

R Lose X vitality: After
an attack is played, it
gets -X to its Stun
rating.

E Remove, choose 1 of
your opponent's assets
or foundations and lose
vitality equal to its
printed difficulty: Add
the chosen card from
your opponent's staging
area to their hand.

R Lose X vitality: After
an attack is played, it
gets -X to its Stun
rating. X may not be
more than its Stun
rating.

MKX01-162 Cryomancer’s
Descendant

R Remove: After a Stun
attack deals damage,
both players discard 1
card.

Sub Zero R Destroy:
After 1 of your
foundations is flipped,
unflip 2 foundations.

R Remove: After a Stun
attack deals damage,
both players discard 1
card.

Sub Zero R Remove:
After 1 of your
foundations is flipped,
unflip 2 foundations.



MKX01-183 Kove Attacks get -1 speed
and -1 damage.
R Add 1 of your
foundations to your
card pool: After an
action card is played,
your opponent adds the
top card of their deck to
their card pool. Copies
of that action card
cannot be played for
the rest of this turn.
Playable by either
player.

While this card is in
your staging area,
attacks get -1 speed
and -1 damage.

R Add 1 of your
foundations to your
card pool: After an
action card is played,
your opponent adds the
top card of their deck to
their card pool. Copies
of that action card
cannot be played for
the rest of this turn.
Playable by either
player.

MKX01-185 Pit While this card is ready,
attacks lose Safe and
cannot gain keywords
or have their keyword
ratings increased.

E Commit: Your attack
gets +2 damage. You
may add 1 copy of
“Stage Kill” from your
discard pile to your
hand.

While this card is ready
in your staging area,
attacks lose Safe and
cannot gain keywords
or have their keyword
ratings increased.

E Commit: Your attack
gets +2 damage. You
may add 1 copy of
"Stage Kill" from your
discard pile to your
hand.

Cowboy Bebop Erratas
CB01-023 Funky Tomato R Commit, flip: After

your opponent plays an
ability that would
increase this attack’s

R Commit, flip: After
your opponent plays an
ability that would
increase the damage of



damage, cancel its
effects.

an attack, cancel its
effects.

CB01-042 Not My Problem E Discard 1 card: The
next card played this
turn gets +1 or -1
difficulty.

E Discard 1 card: The
next card a player
attempts to play this
turn gets +1 or -1
difficulty.

CB01-049 Black Dog’s Fangs R [Card Pool] Discard 1
momentum: After an
attack resolves, add
this card to your hand.

R [Card Pool] Discard 1
momentum: After
another attack resolves,
add this card to your
hand.

Street Fighter Erratas
SF01-004 Tatsumaki Zankukyaku E: Your opponent

discards 1 momentum.

E Lose 2 vitality: If your
opponent has 2 or more
cards in their hand,
players cannot add

E: Your opponent
discards 1 momentum.

E Lose 2 vitality: If your
opponent has 2 or more
cards in their hand,
players cannot add
cards to their hand due



cards to their hand for
the rest of this turn.

to their own costs or
effects for the rest of
this turn.

SF01-149 Shouoken R [Card Pool]: After you
play this card, cards
cannot leave your
opponent's card pool or
discard pile for the rest
of the Combat Phase.

E Discard 1 momentum:
Reveal the top card of
your deck.

R [Card Pool]: After you
play this card, cards
cannot leave your
opponent's card pool or
discard pile due to
costs or effects for the
rest of the Combat
Phase.

E Discard 1
momentum: Reveal the
top card of your deck.

Red Horizon 3: Blood Omen Erratas
RH03-072 Water Freezes F Commit: Cards

cannot leave your
discard pile or staging
area due to effects for
the rest of this turn.
Your next Flash attack
gets Safe for the rest of
this turn.

F Commit: Cards
cannot leave your
discard pile or staging
area due to your
opponent's effects for
the rest of this turn.
Your next Flash attack
gets Safe for the rest of
this turn.

RH03-076 Shadow of Death E: Your next printed 6
difficulty attack gets -2
difficulty.

R: After your opponent
reduces the damage of
this attack, you may
add it to your hand and
your opponent loses 2

E: Your next printed 6
difficulty attack gets -2
difficulty.

R: [Card Pool] After
your opponent reduces
the damage of this
attack, you may add it
to your hand and your



vitality. opponent loses 2
vitality.

RH03-101 The White House Checks to play action
cards get -4.

R Commit: After a card
is added to your staging
area during the Combat
Phase, draw 1 card.

While this card is in
your staging area,
checks to play action
cards get -4. R Commit:
After a card is added to
your staging area
during the Combat
Phase, draw 1 card.

RH03-145 Technical Sphere E: Choose 1 attack in
your removed from
game pile. This attack
gains all abilities,
keywords and their
ratings printed on that
card.

E: Choose 1 attack in
your removed from
game pile that is not
named “Technical
Sphere”. This attack
gains all abilities,
keywords and their
ratings printed on that
card.

2020 DLC Erratas
DLC01-008 Hellfire Impalement Enhance Discard the

top 10 cards of your
deck: Draw X cards. X
equals the number of
cards with a printed
control of 2 or less
discarded this way.

Enhance Discard the
top 10 cards of your
deck: Draw X cards. X
equals the number of
cards with a printed
control of 2 or less
discarded this way.



Enhance Remove X
cards from your discard
pile with a printed
control of 2 or less:
Ready X foundations.

Enhance Remove X
cards from your discard
pile with a printed
control of 2 or less:
Ready X foundations
that have not been
readied this Combat
Phase.

DLC02-005 Diamond Crusher Enhance: This attack
gets +4 damage for
each face down card in
your opponent’s card
pool.

Enhance: Commit 1 of
your opponent’s
foundations. If that
foundation is face
down, add it to their
card pool.

Enhance: This attack
gets +4 damage if there
is a face down card in
your opponent’s card
pool.

Enhance: Commit 1 of
your opponent’s
foundations. If that
foundation is face
down, add it to their
card pool.

Organized Play Promo Erratas
PTC01-006 Kuzuryu Reppa E: If this attack deals

damage, draw X cards
and your opponent
discards X of their
momentum. Discard
cards until the number
of cards in your hand is
equal to or less than
your character's hand
size. X equals the
amount of damage this
attack deals.

E: If this attack deals
damage, draw X cards
and your opponent
discards X of their
momentum, then
discard cards until the
number of cards in your
hand is equal to or less
than your character's
hand size. X equals the
amount of damage this
attack deals.

Champion Promo 5 Erratas
CP05-003 Kevin Broberg (II) R Commit: After your

opponent makes a
check, it gets -X. X
equals the number of

R Commit: After your
opponent makes a
check, it gets -X. X
equals the number of



assets in your staging
area. Failing this check
does not end the
Combat Phase.

First F: Add a card
from your hand to your
staging area face down.
If you have two or more
assets, add the top 2
cards of your deck to
your staging area face
down instead.

assets in your staging
area (Max 4). Failing
this check does not end
the Combat Phase.

First F: Add a card
from your hand to your
staging area face down.
If you have two or more
assets, build the top
card of your deck.

CP05-005 Tim Keefe (II) R After you make a
check to play a card
with a higher printed
difficulty than the last
card in your card pool,
it gets +2.

E [Twice per turn]: Seal
1 of your opponent's
foundations.

R [Twice per turn]: After
you make a check to
play a card with a
higher printed difficulty
than the last card in
your card pool, it gets
+2.

E [Twice per turn]: Seal
1 of your opponent's
foundations.


